April 5th, 2018 CMTF Meeting Minutes
The meeting was called to order at 10:20 AM.
Board members Present were Mike Rulo, Shannon Byerly, Shelli Ellis, Russ Johnson
and Regional Training Coordinator Jason Smith.
An introduction was conducted around the room.
The Treasurer’s Report was discussed. We started with $75,694.38. Classes that have
been held and have been scheduled total $69,932.09. The remaining balance is
$5,762.29.
The equipment balance started with $80,742. $51,278.32 has been spent. We added
$46,306 from the scholarship and training line. We have $62,240 pending. Building
$4,541.50, building and targeting system equipment $3000. This leaves a remaining
balance of $3,989.18.
The Scholarships started with $80,742. 61 scholarships were given out totaling
$49,455.70. $31,306 was moved to equipment. We then added $1,600 from training.
There is a remaining balance of $1,580.30.
We have a total of $11,331.77 left from the above line items.
Old Business
4 Officer’s Per Department per class until 2 weeks out. Classes with 10 Officer’s or less
limit is 2 per department.
Items for the driving trailer have cost $910.30. Jason is going to purchase a few more
items.
The Pueblo Range is close to being complete. Once it is, the entire region can utilize
the range.
New Business
1. The POST Grant Application period is March 19th-April 20th. Total grant is
projected to be $274,649 ($238,826 T, E, S and $11,941 Grant Management and
$23,882 Program Delivery).
2. We talked about putting $80K in scholarships ($20k/quarter). GMR does 20%
which would be $47,765.20

3. Colorado Springs PD looking for possible Scholarship money to send their
Officers to Wicklander-Zulawski Interview and Interrogation training. Training is
July 24th-27th. Fee for the 4-day class is $711 (3day $445.50, 1day $265.50).
-A discussion took place and it was determined that several people
who have been to this class have said it is not very good.
4. We made a board decision at the last meeting to use any extra POST money for
sims munitions, AR bolts ($315 w/magazine) and pistol ($454), medical bag and
fire extinguisher, cabinet for driving trailer and tiedowns to secure traffic cones.
5. There are several training Classes that are posted. They include; OODA Loop
April 9-10, Instructor Methodology April 23-27 and Level II TA Investigation
changed to May 14-25. Please sign up ASAP. The Salida Class needs people
very soon or it will be cancelled.
6. The Driving Instructor Training was moved to Pueblo Motorsport Park at
$350/day ($1750) because of fire at Chemical Depot. The base commander
would not let us use the Chemical Depot right now.
7. We checked out the new website that is up and running on BETA Test right now.
The site is www.cmtrtraining.org. Please go to the site and look around to see if
anything needs to be changed.
- We discussed adding class roster names.
- Adding CMTR ammo info
- Adding a master instructor list.
- Adding CMTR equipment info with a checkout list and location
where it is being used.

Start thinking about the open board positions. We will have several open board
positions that will be voted up in the June meeting. Please send interested names or
people to the May meeting so they can be added to the list of candidates.
The meeting was called to a close at 11:26 PM.

